
Nb,2 WEED CONTROL IN. PEAS AND BEANS

by B. J. HallX

Beans and peas, although botanically rather similar,
possess physiological characteristics which result in quite
different reactions to herbicides. In the case of peas too,
some characteristics more pronounced in one variety.. than in
_another, have contributed to markedly different reactions to
the same herbicide -.this is discussed in an adjoining article.

Such differences, however, affect post- emergence far
more than pre - emergence treatments and actually from pre-
emergence trials here'conducted in beans and peas no major
differences in reaction have been noted.

PEAS

Seven weed control trials have been conducted with
pea crops in the last two years, three pre- emergence and four
post - emergence. With both groups, trials have been carried
out in the'HaWkésbury Valley, Port Macquarie and Kempsey
districts.

Post - emergence.

The first trials attempted were carried out in
growing .crops.. The following, them cals acid 'ratés have been
involved: - ,

MCPA 1 and 2 lb./ac. MCPB - 1 2 and 4 lb.--ac.
2 , 4 -DB - 2 , 1 and 2 lb./ac. DI\TBP - 1, 1 2 and 2 lb./ac.
CDAA - 1, 2 and 4 lb. /ac. CDEC - 1, 2., and 4 lb. /ac.;

CIPC _ . and 4 lb. /ac. ..

Best Weed control was with MCPA 2 lb./ac. -and-DNBP
11 lb. /ac. followed by the upper rates of CIPC, MCPB and 2,4 -DB.
GDAA and-CDEC proved most .effective .. ..in.- controlling germinating
'cruciferüus weeds. Several treatments, however, did damage
the -crop- although - yields . were unaffec.ted,.. except with MCPA
which was drastically_ reduced and DNBP: which was 10% more than
the next best treatment and 25% better than the unweeded
controls
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Later trials including only MCPB, CIPO and DNBP have
established without ,doubt. that DNBP at .1 to 1 2 _ lb. /ac. is still

by far the best post-emergence weedkiller available and, where_
proper precautions are taken, has still the least detrimental
effect on peas.

DNBP is ideal where broadleaf weeds such as fumitory,
_cruciferae and chickweed are the problem, but there is little

effecton grasses. It has been neces- sary;to turn to pre -
emergence treatments .to combat the grass problem.

Pre- emergence

The .following herbicides have been .tested:-

CDAA - 3. and 6lb. /aç. CDEC - 3 and :6
=..CTPC _ 3, 4 and 6 lb./ac. EPTC - 5 -.lb. /ac.._ (both stirred

into -the soil and un .

.stirred)

In all trials only CIPO appeared to adversely 'affect

the germinating peas, where stunting, late maturation, higher
disease incidence and reduced yields were experienced.

The following extracts from a'pre-emergence trial set
out in July, 1959,..may .serve to give a ,typical comparison
between the various chemicals used.

EPTC EPTC CDAA C IPC ... ÇDEC , Control
5 lb/ac. 5 lb/ac.. 3 lb/ac 4 lb/ac 6 lb/ac
Stirred in Unstirred

WEED CONTROL

Grass:
Broadleaf

0'
.21

1 2 0
26 111 5

2.
19.

88
94

Total 21 27 113 5 21 182

NUMBER OF CROP PLANTS.

Total 215.. 217. 220 251 :. 248 267.

CROP YIELD (Grammes`)

Total . 5748 5405 5613 2779 7535 6787x

xHandweeded immediately after weed. counts taken.
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As with so many other pre - emergence treated
vegetable crops, CDEC at 6 lb. /ac..has again proved the
most satisfactory all-round herbicide.

RECOMME1DATIONS

Where the problem is predominantly one of
dicotyledonous weeds, a post- emergence spraying with DNBP
at 1 lb. /ac. is recommended. MCPB, which has been widely .
recommended overseas has proved of little use under Ñ.S.W.
conditions and especially those of the North Coast.

Where grassy weeds are the likely problem, then a
pre- emergence spray is necessary. CDEC at 6 lb. /ac.'has
regularly given 95% grass control as well as 65 -70% dicot
control and with no detrimental effect on the crop.

COST

DNBP is by far the cheapest herbicide available at
£1.13.0 per sprayed acre. Band applications, although quite
feasible, seem hardly justified when confronted by the above
figure. On the other hand, with CDEC at £10 per sprayed
acre, band spraying is a real saving and is capable of reduc-
ing the cost of chemical to as low as £2 per acre of crop.

BEANS

As yet only small introductory trials and applic-
ations have been attempted on t his crop. DNBP at 1 and 2
lb./ac. have been applied pre-emergence while EPTC granules
have been incorporated at 5 active lb. /ac. into the soil
around the growing crop.

With beans, DNBP gave its best results when applied
at 2 lb. /ac. pre - emergence - but only just before emergence.
Where treatment was delayed until plants appeared or even until
necks became apparent, damage was severe. If treated early
pre- emergence then the incidence of weed emergence was only
partly reduced. Grass in any case emerged as usual.

CDEC applied pre- emergence at 6 lb. /ac. gave
excellent weed control, unimpeded crop germination and high
yields as shown in the figures below. All weeds were satis-
factorily controlled, particularly the grasses.

(a) Bean emergence -.CDEC at 5 lb./ac. - 219 bean plants
Control - 168 bean plants

(b) Yields - CDEC 6 lb. /ac. - 3780 gms.
Unweeded control 2580 gms.
EPTC 5 lb. /ac. - 3230 gms.
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EPTC gave reasonably satisfactory results when
administered as a post - emergence granular application and is
worthy of further investigation but as with such a quick
maturing crop it is the initial weed infestation which is
responsible for such losses; post- emérgence EPTC does not
seem to be the right approach. Further investigation will
be undertaken with this herbicide.

RECOMMENDATIONS.

DÑBP again is the cheapest, effective herbicide but

in this case requires some skill in determining the time of
application;.. grassy weed is not controlled. CDEC again will,
give the same excellent result obtained with peas and without_

the danger of crop damage inherent with DNBP. Where grassy
infestations can be expected CDEC must be favoured.


